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It is that time again! I-ASC declared September as SPELLTEMBER and sought nominations for spellers and typers to recognize

and SPELLEBRATE! We were thrilled to receive nominations from families, friends, and spellers wanting to honor spellers across

the globe. The nominations were powerful testimonials about spellers and typers who are making an impact on their

community. We are so impressed with this year’s spellebrities and know that you will be too! 

Last year we found that the spellebrities represented skills, talents, and abilities in four different categories.  Dauntless – those

spellers nominated for perseverance, resilience, big gains in motor control/skills, and tenacity.  Ambassadors – spellers who

were nominated as community builders, connectors, who spread the benefits of spelling and typing as AAC.  Influencers –

nominated for their leadership, advocacy, self-advocacy, and change-making.  Humanitarians – nonspeaking people nominated

for their kindness, friendship, altruism, and generosity of spirit. 

Every speller who was nominated is being honored with a baseball card-inspired trading card which is displayed on our website

(up now with more to come!) and will be shared on social media. Be sure to hover over these interactive cards to see their stats!

I-ASC’s Nonspeaking Leadership Council read the nominations, with names redacted to eliminate bias, and chose 5 spellers from

each category to spotlight as ALL-STARS. You will note that the All-Star Spellebrities will have a little extra sparkle added to their

spellebrity cards. We will get to know more about these remarkable All-Star Spellebrities through blog interviews over the

coming weeks and months.  

~ Elizabeth Vosseller

https://i-asc.org/spelltember/
https://i-asc.org/spelltember-2021/


~ Giorgena Sarantopoulos

TRUE FAITH – THE ABCS
OF STARTING S2C
There are two stages of S2C: Acquisition and Application. This blog is

meant for people in the Early Acquisition stages: the beginners, who are

just getting started with the intent to practice at home. The Acquisition

stage is the entire time a speller is developing their skills on letterboards

until they can fluently spell out multiple sentences of open-ended

thoughts on a letterboard, with multiple communication partners, in

most settings.  

The speller and their first communication partner (besides a

Practitioner), are in the Early Acquisition stage together. The speller’s

only job at this stage is to point to letters purposefully and accurately.

The first communication partner, presumably a parent, is learning to

use a variety of tools to coach the motor for purposeful and accurate

pointing while maintaining their own self-regulation to support their

spelling partner’s emotional and sensory regulation. 

  

Caution! I will be direct. I feel I’d be doing the readers of this blog entry

a disservice if I don’t tell it like it is and not all of my advice today is

warm and fuzzy. I won’t attempt to go through everything about

starting S2C at home. I will touch on some concepts you’ve heard before

because they are THAT IMPORTANT, but I will mostly stress some things

as a practitioner who is a parent first. I know where you’re coming from.

I’ve been there, and I’m all the way over here now. As a practitioner, I

often see parents insist on doing things differently than what is

prescribed, which will only impede, not accelerate, progress in fluency

for a new Speller. Your child deserves a fair shot at doing this right. So

I’m going to talk about that.  

The things I want you to know TODAY, as you embark on your journey

into the Spellerverse are as follows: 
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Michelle and Erin present a "Motor Teach - Rhythum to Aid Movement"

Providing a rhythmic structure to lessen the motor demand for

functional motor exercises (that lead to strengthening, coordinating

purposeful movement).  Based on the teaching they provided a "Motor

Hack - Rhythm Facilitator" In which rhythm is facilitating gross motor

exercises and shows how it can help organize the movement and take

the load off the individual and drive fluidity- specifically initiation and

continuation. An exciting multi-part addition to "Motoriety"! 

Spellers and all individuals with apraxia and sensory-movement

differences, often prefer instructions for the completion of motor

actions broken down into smaller steps. These step-by-step motor tasks

are ideally practiced frequently until the steps collectively become

“automatic” and require little to no planning before execution, which of

course can be problematic. 

One way of adapting a motor task is by modifying the task with some

simple innovation – or a hack – making the execution of the action

easier. Our favourite type of hack is a tool or a prompt with VAKT (visual,

auditory, kinesthetic or tactile) properties that can be implemented as a

standalone action or within a chain of steps, and result in an effective

modification to the execution of a motor task.

When clever dyspraxic bodies discover some of these motor hacks, it is

like they are discovering GOLD! With this in mind, for our newest

resource, I-ASC will be sharing favourite motor hacks developed by

spellers and practitioners, giving these mighty hacks the MOTORIETY

they deserve!

I-ASC MOTORIETY 
RYTHUM TO AID MOVEMENT 
Michelle Hardy of Michelle Hardy Autism Services &
Erin Clarelli of SUNRISE Therapies, Inc. 
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SUBMISSIONS ARE IN!
Submissions have come in from all over the world to present at

SpellX 21'. The line-up is going to be earth shattering and can't

be missed! Mark your calendars now for SpellX 2021! The

diversity and strength of the Spellerverse will surely steal the

show again.

Registration for SpellX will open soon for this global, ground-

breaking, salon style event. SpellX will take place on November

6th, in 6 virtual salons spanning 6 geographical regions/time

zones making SpellX available to communities across the world

and the spellerverse!

Each salon will be hosted by nonspeaking and speaking emcees

who present recorded presentations from the spellers while

interacting with the panel and audience. You don’t want to

miss this epic event! 

Words Worth a Listen
November 6th, from 6-9 pm in 6 virtual salons spanning 6 geographical regions/time zones

The Neurolyrical
Cafe grows in size
every month and
the audience can't
get enough!

Be sure to sign up
for this month's
"Costumed" Cafe. 


